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Photographer Roland Michaud to discuss his work and
life at Enchanted Lands book signing in Dubai

Ellen Fortini
Jan 18, 2016
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n Tuesday, art and photography enthusiasts will have the chance to meet the photographer Roland Michaud, who

be at the Dubai International Writers' Centre (DIWC) to speak about his life's work and journey and will be

available to sign his latest book Enchanted Lands, which was written with his wife and artistic partner Sabrina. This

event is organised by Alliance Francaise Dubai in advance of the opening of the Michauds' exhibition Mirror of the

Orient at The Empty Quarter gallery on Wednesday. The exhibition is a collection of their works from their book The

Orient in a Mirror, which reflects the beauty of Islamic culture and is intended to be a conversation between art and life,

past and present. Copies of Enchanted Lands will be available at DIWC.
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Images including Fauconnier village de Taouz Bulak - Turkestan afghan 1973 can be seen in the exhibition Mirror on the Orient. Courtesy The Empty Quarter

Gallery
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